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Abstract
All of the Ca-poor pyroxenesthat we have examinedcontain coherent,intimate intergrowthsof orthorhombicenstatite(OREN) and monoclinicenstatite(CLEN). We confirm
that the relationshipbetweenthesepolymorphscan be explainedin terms of unit cell twinsuchtwinningcan alsogiveriseto a numberof enstatitepolytypes.During
ning.Theoretically,
transformationthe bounding Si(,4) chains are severely
martensitic
CLEN-OREN
the
strained,but Si-O bonds are not broken.This is not the casefor the octahedralsites,where
foreigncationsmay enter and stabilizethe structure.The partial dislocationsare parallelto
[0] l] at the incoherentOREN-CLEN boundarres.

geothermometry (Warner and Luth, 1974) and
geobarometry(M acGregor,1974).
In our earlierpaper(Buseckand Iijima, 1974)we
Of the three well recognizedenstatitepolymorphs
exploredthe applicationsof a new mineralogical -protoenstatite
(PEN)1, orthoenstatite(oREN)'
technique,high resolution electron microscopy,to
(CLEN)r-both OREN and
low
clinoenstatite
and
the study of the main silicate mineral groups.
can exist at room temperatures.OREN is
CLEN
Although some attentionwas given to deviations
more commonin terrestrialrocks,whereasCLEN is
wasthe imagingof
from ideality,the main emphasis
in many meteorites.Their stability relaabundant
perfector nearlyperfectcrystals.In this and the suband structureshavebeenreviewedby Smith
tionships
sequentpaper(Buseckand lijima, 1975)we wish to
(1969),Morimoto (1975),and Smyth(1974).
explorecertaindeviationsfrom ideal structuresand
SinglecrystalX-ray structuredeterminationshave
perfectperiodicities.
made of thesepolymorphs(Morimoto, Apbeen
More specifically,
this paperhasa doublegoal:(l)
and Evans,1960;Morimoto andKoto, 1969;
pleman,
to explorethe significance
and ramificationsof twinl97l).
Streakingand diffusespotsor broad,
Smyth,
ning as interpretable
by electronmicroscopy,
and (2)
lines are common featuresof singlecrystal
to investigate
the natureof pyroxenepolymorphism, blurred
powder diffraction patterns.These have been
a situation where two crystal structuresintergrow and
widelyattributedto stackingfaultsandlor disorder'
coherentlyon a unit cell scale. Emphasiswill be
study of these featuresby X-ray techplacedon the characterof pyroxene,particularlyen- As detailed
hasbeeninadequate,we thoughtthat electron
statite,but the abundanceand significanceof twin- niques
might prove useful' There have been
ning, a widespreadand important phenomenonin microscopy
several other electron microscopestudies of
many minerals,will be apparentthroughout.
(Kohlstedtand VanderSande,1973;
Pyroxenes are major terrestrial and extra- orthopyroxenes
and Miiller, 1973;Lally et al, 1972;Boland,
terrestrialrock-formingminerals.The natureand in- Coe
and Lorimer, 1973,1974;Vander
of the enstatitepolymorphshave 1972;Champness
terrelationships
and Kohlstedt,1974 Miiller, 1974);most of
beena subjectof intenseinvestigationas well ascon- Sande
'We suggest these abbreviations as they are advantageous in
troversy.The interrelationshipspotentially bear on
recent work extendins the use of enstatite for terms of brevity, pronounciation, and mnemonics.
Introduction
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these papers describe geometrical features of the
defects at lower resolutions than we consider, and
primarily emphasizedeformation and exsolution.We
shall emphasizecrystallographicrelations as well as
certain defectsthat are particularly amenable to high
resolution microscopy. Preliminary results were
presentedby Iijima and Buseck (1973).
Experimental
Samples
Three types of specimenswere used in this and the
following paper (Buseckand Iijima, 1975):terrestrial
enstatite from Bamble, Norway, and Papua, New
Guinea; meteoritic enstatite from the Norton
County, Shallowater, Bishopville and Steinbach
meteorites fthe last pyroxene is actually bronzitic);
and synthetic enstatite crystallized from a gel.
Becauseof the large amount available, most of the
experimentswere performed on a large (10 cm) single
crystal of Bamble material having a well developed
(100) parting. Microprobe analysisindicatesthe following composition (wt percent): FeO, 10.5; MgO,
32.6; CaO,0.l5; SiO2, 56.7; and a formula
(Fe,Mg,Ca)r.oro
Sir.eeoO6.
Compositionally,this makes
this pyroxene a bronzite; we refer to it as enstatite for
brevity, in accordancewith other workers who have
studied Bamble pyroxene.
Structurally, Bamble enstatite is the most pure
OREN that we encountered. In order to obtain
CLEN we heatedthe Bamble OREN as well as some
Norton County and synthetic samples at 1000o,
1300", or 1485'C for periods ranging from 12 to 168
hours.
Electron Microscopy
The sampleswere ground in an agate mortar, and
dispersedin acetone.One drop of the suspensionwas
collected on a perforated carbon film. Very thin
crystallites were chosen and examined using an
electron microscope equipped with a goniometer
stage (lnm-toor) at 100 kV, as describedpreviously
(Buseck and Iijima, 1974).
The OREN-CLEN relationshipscan be observed
most easily using a-c sections,i.e., b* coincidentwith
the optical axis of the microscope. Becauseelectron
diffraction spots with / odd are forbidden, the h\l
reciprocal lattice row is absent, and the objective
aperture (50 pm diameter) normally 6nly includes
beams from the i00 reciprocal lattice row, f.e.,
OREN or CLEN with ft : *1, 12, +3, t4. For the
present purpose of studying the intergrowths of
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OREN and CLEN, it is sufficientto resolve the 9A
periodicities along a and it is not necessaryto obtain
'structure
the
images' that require the severeimaging
conditions reported previously (Buseck and lijima,
1974).Thus, the presentfringe images do not always
show a direct correspondencewith the structure, but
do represent the (100) periodicities of the structure.
For some purposesit is advantageousto view a-b
sections. i.e.. with c* coincident with the electron
beam. The relationship between OREN and CLEN
is easily seen, as is the shifting of twin planes.
Grinding Artifacts
In considering the microscopic features of enstatite
it is important to distinguish between original
featuresand thoseintroduced during samplepreparation, primarily grinding. The main material that we
studied was Bamble enstatite,and in many instances
we heated the samplesin the laboratory in order to
produce CLEN from OREN. It is such samples,
predominantly CLEN, that we discussin this section
(procedures for distinguishing the polymorphs are
discussedbelow).
ln some instances,during crushing of previously
heated samples the crystals will fracture roughly
parallel to (100). Along the fracture surfacein a few
samples we have noticed the initiation of unit cell
twinning extending into the grain. These twin zones
are indistinguishable in detail from those that
presumably existed prior to our sample treatment.
The only difference is that the original planes extend
far into and generally through the crystals rather than
being localizednear the grain edges.Although this is
a difference in degree rather than kind, we believe
that the difference in development is sufficiently
pronounced that we can distinguishbetweenthe two
types with a relatively high degree of confidence.

StructuralRelations
BasicStructures
The structure of enstatite was originally determined by Warren and Modell (1930),and many
years.
refinements
havebeenpublishedin subsequent
The basic structural unit can be visualizedas infinitely long SiOs chains (-llc) based on SiOn
tetrahedrasharingtwo verticesand havingall oftheir
apicaloxygenspointingin a commondirection( = || a,
or -a) perpendicularto the length of the chain.
Neighboringchainspossessapicespointing in oppositedirections.The resultis that an a-c projection
consistsof "plates" containingsilicon and oxygen
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Ftc. l. Representations of the structures of (a) CLEN and (b)
OREN projected on (010). The large circles representoxygens; the
small ones, silicons; and the intermediate ones, octahedrallycoordinated cations Unit cells are outlined with solid lines (after
Morimoto and Koto, 1969).(c) Electron image of synthetic CLEN
showing 4.5A fringes corresponding to the Si-O "plates."

(Fig. la,b). The larger cations-Mg for pure enstatite
but Fe, Ca, Al, Mn for other pyroxenes-lie between
the "plates", in octahedral coordination to the oxygen within the plates.
Two types of SiOs chains-Si(l)
and Si(B)
chains-alternate in CLEN (Fig. la) and in OREN
(Fig. 1b) with the distinguishingfeaturethat the Si(l)
chains are more fully extended parallel to c
(Morimoto and Koto, 1969).If twinning occurs, it is
useful to distinguishbetween,for example,Si(B) and
Si(B)' where these chains are understood to be in a
twin relationship to one another.
The chains are viewed "end-on" in a-b projections.
ln this instance the two types of cation sites, M(l)
and M(2), are situatedwhere the apicesof the chains
point toward and away from one another, respectively. In this casethe lower electrostaticpotential of
the M(2) sites produces lighter areas on the structure
image (see Fig. lla of Buseck and Iijima, 1974).
ln the a-c structure image (Fig. lc) the dark fringes
at 4.5 A spacingscorrespond to the "plates" of opposing SiO, chains shown in Figure lb. At less-thanexact crystal orientations,at lower magnifications,or
at improper defocussingconditions, and for thick
(> -100A) crystals, it is not possible to determine
which fringes correspond to the SiO, "plates" and
which to the intervening sites of octahedrally coordinated cations. Furthermore, under such less-thanideal viewing conditions, the 4.54 fringes lose their
prominenceand only the major periodicity along c is
imaged. This is sufficientto distinguish betweenthe
9,{ spacing of CLEN (space grotp P2,/c) and the
18A spacing of OREN (space group Pbca).
Boland (1972)and Champnessand Lorimer (1974)
also noted the different 100 spacings but interpreted
them as defects resulting from compositional
differences.However, we have observedthese structures in Ca-free synthetic enstatites.In the following
discussionwe assumethat the differenceswe observe
reflect structural variations and that the 9A and
l8A spacings representCLEN and OREN respectively. When their concentrationsare great enough,
the electron diffraction patterns confirm this identification.
Another interesting possibility regarding the 9A
"plates" is that they are produced by isolatedregions
of PEN. Although experimental data indicate that
PEN is unstable at room temperature, it is conceivable that small regions surrounded by OREN
could be stabilized.There is, however,no confirming
evidence for this interpretation and we mention it as
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an interesting hypothesis which will require further
investigation.

Figure 4b is the selected-areaelectron diffraction
pattern correspondingto the crystalimagedin Figure
3. It is compared to patterns of almost pure OREN
O rthoenstatite-ClinoenstqtitePolymorphism
(Fig. 4a) and CLEN (Fig. 4c). Note that Figures4a
The OREN and CLEN structures are extremely and 4c both contain minor streaking parallel to a*;
similar. In their original description of the crystal- these streaks are the result of small amounts of adlography of enstatite,Warren and Modell (1930)con- mixed CLEN and OREN, respectively.Figure 4b has
sidered the possibility that OREN is simply CLEN
a markedly different appearance.The ft00 reciprocal
twinned on (100) along the edge of each CLEN unit lattice row shows that the crystal is predominantly
cell (actuallyalong alternateSiOa"plates"). This pos- CLEN. The strong streakingparallel to a* is due to
sibility has been discussedover the years by a number the stacking faults, the results of physical disorder.
of workers including Ito (1935), Brown, Morimoto, We feel that the explanation as twin planes is crystala n d S m i t h ( 1 9 6 1 ) ,S m i t h ( 1 9 6 9 ) ,S a d a n a g aO
, k a m u r a , lographically more precise than stacking faults
and Takeda (1969), Morimoto and Koto (1969) and (which include other features, such as anti-phase
Coe (1970).The proposedtwin relation, a b glide on
(100), conforms with our electron microscopedata.
A sketch of a singletwin plane in CLEN is shown
in a-c (Fig. 2a) and a-b (Fig. 2b) projections. The
plane
offset resulting from the b glide is evident in the q-b
proJectlon.
r,/
The basic twin relationships between the OREN
and CLEN structuresare shown in Figure 2c and d.
(a)
Note that the repeat pattern correspondsto the sequence . . . ABABAB
(the nomenclature is
described in more detail in the last section of this
paper). One slightly confusingaspect,however,is the
fact that it is convenient to view the edge of the
OREN unit cell as lying between the CLEN twin
planes.Thus, the sequence. . . ABA . . . (or BAB) is
required to establishthe OREN structure; the necess(A)
sary l8A periodicity may then be viewed positionally
si(Bj Sr(A)
S(B)
Si(B)' sr(r)
Si(r)
as 4 Bi @r E, €). It follows that OREN twins would
not be predicted.
Observationsand Discussion
Twinning and Polymorphism
Iijima and Buseck (1975) demonstratedthat alternating light and dark bands of varying widths in enstatite electron images result from polysynthetic twinning. They show twin planesthat are (a) isolated,(b)
in pairs 9A apart, and (c) irregularly spaced.Figure 3
shows similar features. In it arrow ll points to a
single twin plane, corresponding to the sketch in
Figure 2a. Arrows fi2, on the other hand, point to
regions where two twin planes are adjacent i.e., they
show separationsof 9A, which is the a dimensionof a
CLEN unit cell and the closestpossibletwin spacing
in enstatite. These match the central part of the
sketch in Figure 3c and correspond to plates of
OREN a single unit cell wide in the a direction.

Frc. 2 Twinning in enstatite. (a) and (b) are schematic drawings
of a-c and a-b projections, respectively,of CLEN. The dashed line
is a twin plane. The heavy lines outline unit cells. In (a) the crystallographic axis marked a' applies to the right-hand twin. (c) and (d)
demonstrate how repeated twinning within each of the Si(,4) chains
o r o d u c e sO R E N .
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Frc. 3. Electron image of an a-c section of heated and quenched Bamble ensta\ite showing polysynthetic twinning. The
are described in the text. The insert is a schematic representation of the structure in the area between the horizontal arrows.

boundaries) or disorder and therefore will subsequently refer to these features as twin planes.
Regions several unit cells wide of OREN within
predominent CLEN are shown in Figure 3. A
schematicdiagram of the structure,correspondingto

the areas between the large arrows, is shown at the
bottom of the figure. This region can be describedas
A,BABABAEBA2By,where the ,4 regions of CLEN
display dark contrast and the B regions are light.
Figure 5 shows an a'b projection of twinned

and CLEN, and (c)
Frc 4. Selected area electron diffraction patterns corresponding to (a) CLEN, (b) intimately intergrown OREN
OREN.
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Frc 5. a-b projection of Bamble CLEN showing the offset produced by b-glide twinning. The arrow on the left points to a single twin
plane, whereason the right there are two adjacent twin planes. A consequenceis that by sighting down the picture parallel to the a crystallographic direction, a pronounced fringe offset is seenon the left but not on the right (b/2 + b/2 = coincidence).The inserts schematically
illustrate the relationships. The open and closed circles distinguish between the M(l) and M(2) octahedral sites.

CLEN. The focussingconditions differ slightly from
those in Figure l la of Buseckand Iijima (1974),thus
accounting for the slight differencein appearance(see
their Fig. 6a for a more complete illustration of the
dependenceof the image upon focussing).A unit cell
of CLEN is shown at the bottom left of Figure 5. A
singletwin plane occurs on the left side of the figure;
the offset resulting from the b glide is readily visible
with this orientation. The insert shows the offset
schematically.A double twin, producing a unit cell of
OREN, is shown on the right side of Figure 5, with
its correspondingschematicinsert.
An interesting feature of (100) twinning, as
observedin a-b section,is that an extra plate, 4.5 A
(:a/2) wide, appearsto have been added (note the
spacing between corresponding fringes on opposite
sidesof the twin plane in Fig. 5). The explanation is
related to the fact that the M(2) sitesare prominent in
the structure image, and these sites are offsetby a/4
from the b-glide plane along which twinning occurs
(Fig. S-lower left insert).

Twin Terminationsand
Nature of Transformation
Someof the Bamblespecimens
that werequenched
from 1000"Cor highercontain "defects"that terminate within the crystals(Fig. 6). (Similar terminatedfeaturesare shownin Figure2 of Kohlstedt
and Vander Sande(1973)for unheatedMt. Albert
showthat someof these
OREN.) The (100)spacings
defectsare doubletwinsin CLEN, producingplates
of OREN one unit cell wide.
et al (1969)and Coe (1970)suggested
a
Sadanaga
sheartransformationmechanismfor the OREN CLEN reaction. High resolution electron microscopy can be used to test their mechanism.This
was done by determiningthe strain distributionand
partial dislocationorientationsurroundingOREN
terminationswithin CLEN. The procedurediffers
from that conventionallyusedin electronmicroscopy
and the experimentsare thus describedin some
detail.
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Flc 6. Bamble enstatite containing terminated "plates" of OREN. Note the areas of dark contrast near the terminations, reflecting the
strong ltrain fields that exist in these regions

On the electron photomicrographsa characteristic
asymmetricaldark area, indicating a strain field, occurs near the partial dislocations separating the
OREN from CLEN. Tilting a wedge-shapedcrystal
containing a terminated plane provides data
regarding the nature of the termination. Figure 7
shows three casesof a crystal tilted around c: (a) the
plane not truncated, resulting in a triangular aspect
to the plane; (b) the plane terminatedparallel to the b
crystallographicaxis,resultingin a truncatedtriangle
(i.e., a trapezoid)having its line of truncation perpendicular to the tilting axis; and (c) the plane truncated
in a generaldirection, resultingin its appearanceas a
general quadrilateral.
Figure 8 shows imagesof twin-plane terminations
taken from the same grain as shown in Figure 6. In
this case the crystal was tilted 3.5o and 5o, respectively, around the c axis. Note the change in appearance of the termination. It is now possible to
determine the orientation of the plane termination,
i.e., the partial dislocation separatingOREN from

CLEN. This turns out to be parallel to [0] l]. Figure 9
is a schematicdrawing of such a partial dislocation.
Figure l0 is an enlargementof the top surfaceof
the rectanglein Figure 9. It correspondsto the situation where a plate of OREN, one unit cell wide, is insertedinto CLEN. The circledregion is the site of the
OREN "plate" termination. As there is a misfit
between OREN and CLEN, the lattice will be disturbed, resulting in the development of diffraction
contrast. Such contrast is prominent around each of
the terminations in Figure 6.
The misfit in the vicinity of the circled region of
Figure l0 can be observedby carefully viewing down
the (100) planes.Note that the CLEN cell edgeson
opposite sides of the OREN plate are not perfectly
aligned, whereasthere is no deviation near the bottom of the figure, i.e., where no OREN occurs.The
magnitude of the mismatch parallel to [001] is R/2,
equal to =c/10.
In order to understandthe nature of the lattice distortion on an atomic scaleit is useful to look at the
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(b)

FIc 7. (a) Planes occurring within a wedge-shapedcrystal. (b)
Differing aspects displayed by the planes, depending on the manner in which they are truncated.

OREN-CLEN boundary in detail. Attention will be
focussedon the positions of Si atoms along a (100)
OREN-CLEN margin, for example along rt, in
Figure 9. Following the nomenclature of Smith
(1969) and Morimoto and Koto (1969), these Si
atoms lie within the Si(B) chains.Becauseof the lack
of an exact match between the OREN and CLEN
structures, these Si atoms are displaced parallel to
[001], but no Si-O bonds are broken. The senseof the
displacementis opposite on opposing sides of the
OREN "plate". At t the Si atoms will havetheir maximum displacements.If the total mismatchis equal to
R, then the atoms will be positionedR/2 from their
ideal OREN-CLEN sites.The strains will be relaxed
on either side of /, with the degree of relaxation increasingwith distance from t.
Figure l la shows a schematicsketch of the strain
distribution, i.e., Ihe displacementof the Si atoms
along the line slrz.(It also approximatesthe form of
the strain distribution parallel to a*. This strain
field is centered around the dislocation along the
CLEN-OREN boundary.) Figure I lb showsthe rows
of Si atoms in the planestu-s't'u,of Figure9. The
dashed,nearly vertical lines show the ideal locations
of the Si atoms in CLEN; the dotted, nearly vertical
lines show the ideal locations for OREN; the solid
linesindicatethe true positions.In other words, looking down a*, the rows of Si atoms are rotated
counterclockwiseby the distortion. The deviations
betweenthe solid and broken lines are proportional
to the displacementsresulting from the lattice strain
originating at the oREN-CLEN (001) margin. This

FIc. 8 Electron images of one of the OREN terminations of
Figure 6. The crystal was tilted 3.5' in (a) and 5o in (b). By referring to Figure 7 the crystallographic orientation of the termination can be determined.

margin is the site of the dislocation, is parallel to
[0] l], and is the location of maximum displacement.
Figure llc shows the strain distribution along s't'u';
it is, of course,offset parallel to [001] from the distribution in Figure I la.
The displacement of the Si atoms along uwx of
Figure l0 or in plane uwx-u'w'x' of Figure 9 is opposite to that along stu and in stu-s't'u'. In other

Ftc. 9. Schematic block diagram of an OREN "plate" (s/wus't'w'u') terminating within CLEN, corresponding to Figure 6. The
partial dislocation at the termination is parallel to [0] l] and the
strain field surrounding it is sketched as a tilted cylinder.
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Ftc. 10. Sketch ofthe upper (a*-c) surface ofthe block diagram
in Figure 9. The positions of the SiO, chains are shown at the top.
The strain field at the OREN termination is outlined by a circle.
The offset along the bounding Si(B)' chains of the OREN are indicated by the vectors R/2

words, looking down the a* axis, the rows of Si
atomsare rotatedcounterclockwise
in planestu-s't'u'
and clockwisein ulrJ-u'w'x'. YeI anotherway of
describingthe relationshipis to note that the Si displacements
in the planeuwx-Dtw'xtare described
by
the mirror imageof Figure 1lb.
The precedingmodel describingthe displacement
of the Si atoms can be tested using the electron
microscope.
Figuresl2a,b, and c showdark fieldimages,obtainedby beamtilting, usingoperatingvectors g : 202,500, and I02, respectively.
Actually,
becauseof the small reciprocalspacings,the dark
field aperturealso enclosesseveralother reflections.
Note, in particular,the shifts in contrastthat are
developedaround the terminations.Contrast is
enhanced
if the beamis tiltedin one.direction
around
or closeto a* and the contrastalmostdisappears
if
the beam is tilted in the oppositedirection.
The positionof the incidentelectronbeam,relative
to the crystal,can be viewed by noting the arrows
labeledir, ir, andl, in the centerof Figure I lb. In the
caseofi, the electronbeamhasbeenrotatedarounda
directionthat is very closeto a*. The beamis almost

parallel to the planesof displacedSi atoms near to
the OREN-CLEN (001)margin.In this instancethe
Si planessatisfythe Braggcondition for diffraction,
and consequentlythe imageof the regionof the termination brightens.More precisely,becausethe Si
atoms are displacedin oppositedirectionson either
sideof the OREN plate,the image(Fig. 12a)is bright
on one side(the left) of the terminationand in dark
contraston the other (the right).
The opposite situation is shown by tilting the
elecrronbeamparallelto 6 (Fig. I lb). In thiscasethe
beamis far from parallelto the rows of displacedSi
atomsshownin FigureI I b and so wouldbe far from
the Bragg condition.Thus the crystalwould show
dark contrastfor that side of the OREN "plate."
This situationis shownin Figurel2c, whereonly the
right sideof the termination(oppositeto that in Fig.
l2a) is in brightcontrast.For that sidethe displaced
Si atoms fulfill the Bragg condition,whereason the
left they do not, explainingthe dark contraston the
left side.
If the beamis tilted within thea*-b plane,the contrast adjacentto the terminationwill be symmetrical,

(c)
Flc. I L The strain fields and Si atom offsets are shown in this
schematic diagram along the side (D-c) of the OREN-CLEN
boundary shown in Figure 9. OREN is to the left and CLEN to the
right; line l-t'is the trace ofthe [011] dislocation Dotted lines
show the theoretical positions of Si atoms in OREN and dashed
lines of Si in CLEN. The heavy tilted lines show the actual trajectories and thus displacementsof the Si atoms from their idealized
positions. Graphs at the top and bottom plot the strain distribut i o n , R , v e r s u sp o s i t i o n a c r o s s t h e O R E N - C L E N b o u n d a r y .
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FIc. 12. Tilting experiment testing the model described in Figures 8 to ll. Terminated OREN plates are similar to those in Figure 6.
These are dark field images; operating vectors 202, 500 and I02 have been used in (a), (b) and (c), respectively,with the electron beam
tilted so that it is successivelyparallel to ir, ir, and i3 of Figure I I . The operating vectors represent the tilting directions. Note the changes
i n c o n t r a s t . S e et e x t f o r d i s c u s s i o n

rather than asymmetrical as in Figures l2a and c.
This is becausethe displacementof the Si atoms is
equal in magnitude(even if opposite in sign) on both
sidesof the termination. Becausetheseatoms are displaced they will not produce Bragg diffraction for the
same crystal orientation as the non-perturbed Si
atoms located further away from the termination.
Consequentlya region of dark contrast is predicted
on either side of the termination. Figure l2b shows
an image taken with the beam tilted in the a*-b plane;
the trace of the beam is shown by L (Fie. I lb). Note
the symmetrical regions of dark contrast that occur
on opposite sidesof each of the terminations.This is
in agreementwith the predictionsand is further confirmation of the proposedmodel of Si atom displacements.
It is appropriate to consider other atom displacements resulting from the OREN-CLEN transformation. In the precedingdiscussionwe emphasizedthe
relative displacementof the Si atoms in the Si(B)'

chains (Fig. l0) along the (100) OREN-CLEN
margins. All of thesedisplacementsare parallel to c,
but in oppositedirectionson either side of the central
Si(B) chain. The cation displacementin the Si(l)
chains and the interveningoctahedralsitesare in the
same directions as in the bounding Si(,B)' chains,
although of differing magnitudes.The proposed displacementsare in agreementwith and confirmations
of the model of martensitictransformation proposed
by Sadanagaet al (1969) and by Coe (1970).
Consistent with this model, large scaletransformation of enstatitewould occur by growth of one of the
phases,e.g. CLEN, by migration through the crystal
of the partial dislocationsthat we describedabove.
The position of greatest lattice strain would occur in
the immediate vicinity of the dislocation. Migration
and phase growth would consequently serve to
produce crystal relaxation.
Although the bounding Si(B)' chainsneedsufferno
broken bonds, this is not the case for the octahedral
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catronsand the central Si(B) chain. In the vicinity of
the (011) bounding region between OREN and
CLEN, the required atomic shifts produce bond
breakage. The charge balance is maintained, but
structural distortions produce local regions,particularly in the octahedral sites, that result in
relatively more open sites.These are potential sinks
for large cations such as Ca. Thus, it is possiblethat
minor Ca atoms in the original structure would
migrate towards the phaseboundary and stabilizeit.
The extent of the hypothesized stabilization reaction is limited by diffusion rates. The diffusion constants for solid state reactions in rock-forming silicates are well known only for olivine (Buening and
Buseck, 1973), and there the diffusion rates are low.
However, data of Dr. Steven Huebner (personal
communication, 1974) indicate that the rates are
even lower for pyroxenesthan olivine. Thus, it is conceivablethat, in the absenceof external stress,prolonged aging would be required to destroy such twin
planes.

shortened to ArB, and is equivalent to BAr, A2BA,
and ABA". For brevity the combinations in Table I
are given using Zhdanov symbols (Verma and
Krishna, 1966);thus, by using subscripts,ArB canbe
shortenedto (31). Column 4 shows the equivalencies
for orders I through 4. Polytypes for order 4 were
given in a somewhat different form by Brown et al

(r961).

The "negative" ofa given type can be generatedby
interchangingletters,e.g.,BrA (13) is the negativeof
AsB (31). Those instanceswhere the negativeis a twin
are indicated with an asterisk in Table I (this occurs
where all but one of the end membersof a sequence
form a symmetrical group, e.g. (3212)). If another
combination is a twin, it is shown in paired
parentheses,e.g. (2311)-(321l). Local nonsequential
regions, consisting of single units of a lower order
centeredaround the twin plane, will sometimesresult
from twinning. For the even-numberedorders there
are a few combinations, e.g. (22) and (2211), for
which the twin is identical to the original, i.e., the
twin does not generate a new repeat unit.
Relationship Between Twinning and Polytypism
The multiplicities of types are shown in the last two
For the following discussionit will be convenient columns of Table l. Column 5 includessubtypesand
to distinguish between CLEN twins. Complementary, twinned cells shall arbitrarily be labelled A and
8.2 Thus, the sequencein Figure 2a and b can be TABLE I Possible Polytypes for Enstatite and Other Materials
Containing Two Types of Layers
representedas . . . AAABBB . . .. Repeated twin(See text for discussion)
ning such as is shown in Figures 2c and 2d would be
(6)
designated
(4)
(5)
(t)
(2')
(3)
ABABA
Such continued
repetition resultsin a new periodicity,AB,havingan
Nmber of Types
Subtypea and klns
a dimension twice that of a sinB of CLEN, j.e., l8A.
SpaclnS
(X)
Includcd Not Included
order
Clearly, there are a large number of twin combina(1)*
t9
2\
tions or stacking sequencesthat can be imagined. In
(rr)
2ta
AB
31
instances where these sequences have not been
(2I)*
327
4l
AA
2
perfectly periodic a stacking fault results. Such
(3r)*, (22)
436
a3B*' A2B2
crystals have been referred to as "disordered" in the
(4r)*, (32)*, (2111)*
5
4s
83
literature.As will be shown, such stacking faults and
(5r)*, (42)*, (3111)*,
6
54
146
(33), (22rr)
disorder are readily comprehensible in terms of the
(61)*, (52)r, (4111)*j (43)r,
1
63
209
simple twinning model.
(1121)*, (3r12) - (2113),
(231r) - (32r1), (222r)*,
The possible repeat units for I to 9 CLEN cells that
(2r1II1)*
(7t)*, (62)*, (5r1r)*, (53)*,
I
12
could be generated by regular twinning have been
(4121)r, (42rr) - (1r24),
(4112) - (2114), <44\, <3122) computed and are indicatedin Table l. The order in(22r3), (3rrr1r)*, (3113),
(3221' - <r223r, (3212)*, (2l2lr)
dicates the number of CLEN multiples, with their
(lr12l2), (21I112),(2r12rr)*,
(22rttl)
respectivespacingsshown in column 2.The types of
(8r)*, (72)r, (6111)*, (63),
60
different CLEN combinations are listed in the third
(s121)*, (51r2) - (2115), (52rr) (rr25), (54)*, (4131)*, (4r22) column. Becauseof the propertiesof periodic arrays,
(2214), (4r1rl1)*, (4r13) - (3114),
(1221) - <1224\, (4212)*, (4311> these combinations can be written in a number of
(rr34), (3r32)*, (3r2rrr) - (11r213),
(3123) - (32r3), (3r112r) - (r21113),
ways. Thus the sequenceAAAB of order 4 can be
(3ll112) - (2rlr13), (3112r1)*, <3222)*,
2 These are arbitrary
symbols, not to be confused with the Si(A)
and Si(B) chains.

(32r111) - (1rrr23), (3312) - (2133),
(2t2tL2) - <2tL212), (2L1t22r*,
(211rlrl1)*.

*Netrtlve-teln
()-()-patredrslng
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twins. The types unique to each order, neglectingsubtypes and twins, are indicated in column 6; these
unique types are the most interesting category for this
study. Examplesof observedpyroxenepolytypes are
given in Buseck and Iijima (1975).
Conclusions
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